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The Christian DISC® Assessment contains thirty-two questions. We encourage users to

not take too long on each question, but to simply answer with their first instinct. The

entire assessment takes most people less than seven minutes to complete. Afterward, a

19-21 page report is uniquely generated then automatically emailed to the user.

Each report gives an overview of the history and background of the DISC model and how

it emerged over the centuries. The report then outlines the personality theory behind the

Christian DISC® and discusses different aspects that are measured, such as introversion

and extroversion. A uniquely generated graph shows how the user scores in each of the

four personality types. This is followed by a full description of the user's strengths,

growth areas, and similar biblical figures — complete with scriptures, recommendations,

and insight that seeks to help the user increase overall emotional intelligence and deeper

spiritual growth. The final part of the report focuses on relationship dynamics. The aim of

the Christian DISC® is to not only learn about yourself, but how you compare, contrast,

and relate to others. The following pages showcase several pages from a real assessment

report with highlights from each section.

S A M P L E  R E P O R T
“And I am sure of this, that he who began a good

work in you will bring it to completion at the day of
Jesus Christ.”—Philippians 1:6



The first page introduces the layout of the report,
which is divided into seven sections: 
  A. What Sets the Christian DISC® Apart
  B. What is Personality? 
  C. Overview of the Four Types 
  D. Dynamics Behind the Types 
  E. Emotional Intelligence and Spiritual Growth 
  F. Your Score and Results
  G. Reflective Exercises

Section B covers the history of personality testing
and explains the difference between personality,
temperament, and character.



Section C gives an overview of the four typesand introduces the Christian DISC® Wheel,which is used to understand how the fourtypes connect and contrast with one another.



Section D discusses the dynamics behind the types,
focusing on concepts like introversion and
extroversion. These dynamics show how each type
correlates to the other three types on the Christian
DISC® Wheel.

Section E introduces the theory behind Emotional
Intelligence (EQ), which is considered by some
experts to be more predictive of a person's overall
life success than IQ. This section also describes the
intersection between emotional intelligence and
spirituality. 



Section F shows your score, which is also graphed out

into a pie chart that reflects the Christian DISC® Wheel.

Most people score highest in one type and also score in

an adjacent temperament, which is called their minor

type. The following pages give more specific insights on

your top scoring type.



The rest of Section F is unique to each result and gives
specific insights, scriptures, and recommendations
focused on helping you understand your strengths,
develop your growth areas, and deepen your
relationship with God and other people.

The rest of this section shows how your top scoring

type interacts with the other three types. This can help

couples, families, and coworkers understand how they

interact with other members of their family or group.

Section G is the final part of the report and features

reflective exercises and a Bible study to help you

unpack and reflect on your results.



The  Christian DISC® Assessment can be taken online directly on our website. Each account gives

users a 24-hour window to complete the assessment. The assessment itself only takes seven minutes

to complete, and a report is generated within minutes and automatically emailed to the user. We

also have a non-faith version called the Classic DISC for use in secular settings, and does not include

the additional spiritual content (scripture, spiritual insights, and suggestions from the Bible). For

those looking to use the assessment in groups, we offer discounts on purchasing multiple

assessments.

Become a Certified Christian DISC® Facilitator by taking the Christian DISC®

Certification Course. The course is fully online and includes three hours of video training,

as well as worksheets and tools to utilize the Christian DISC® with individuals, couples,

and groups. The course also teaches students about the framework of the Christian

DISC® by presenting modules on personality theory and the nuts-and-bolts of what

makes the assessment work from the inside out. The curriculum is biblically-based, and

combines insight from modern psychology and the ancient wisdom of Christian theology.

Certification also includes one year of unlimited access to both the Christian DISC® and

Classic DISC assessments, as well as the ability to sell assessments at a 50% commission.

C E R T I F I C A T I O N

A S S E S S M E N T  O P T I O N S

https://www.christianpersonalitytest.com/take-assessment.html
https://www.christianpersonalitytest.com/store/p10/Classic_DISC_Assessment_%28Non-Faith_Version%29_with_Report.html
https://www.christianpersonalitytest.com/multiple-assessments.html
https://www.christianpersonalitytest.com/certification.html

